
HOW TO DESIGN YOUR PROJECTS 
FOR IMPACT AND SUSTAINABILITY

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO 
PREPARE FOR THIS SESSION?

WHAT ACTION SHOULD YOU 
TAKE AFTER THIS SESSION?

WORKSHOP #4

In the last workshop we focused on stages 4 and 5 of the Design Thinking process, 

prototyping and testing. Every time you prototype and test your idea, you need to 

be looking for insights for how to make it even better. This workshop will challenge 

you to think about how to design projects that can create impact, and be financially 

sustainable in the long term, with a focus on social entrepreneurship and enterprise.

Read the key concepts on the back of this page. 
 
Think about some different kinds of businesses or 
organisation that you know – how do they make 
money? What products or services do they sell? To 
who, and for how much? What would be the costs 
involved in producing their product or service? 

Check out the Social Enterprise Lean Canvas – this 
is a really simple 1-page tool that will help you think 
about creating impact, and financial sustainability.

1.

2.

3.

•	 Learn more about social entrepreneurship 
and social enterprise. 

•	 Increase your financial literacy, by exploring  
key concepts such as costs and resources 
required, generating revenue and making 
money, and financial sustainability. 

•	 Apply your learning working as a team to 
develop a plan for your project to create 
impact and be financially sustainable.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

WORKSHOP 4 // PAGE ONE

Work as a team to further develop your idea(s) for 
how your project might be impactful and financially 
sustainable, with a particular focus on: 
 
1. What costs and resources are required to deliver 
your project this year? 
2. Are there any partnerships that you could 
develop with other organisations, that could 
potentially provide the resources that you need? 
3. What are your top three ideas that your 
initiative could make money? Who would be the 
customer(s)?



M WORKSHOPS (W) & EVENTS (E)

DEFINITIONS – IMPACT AND 
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP  
& SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

PROGRAM SUMMARY

www.inspiringstories.org.nz/future-leaders

Entrepreneurship – is the art of taking risks and 
bringing new ideas to life. Usually this is focused 
on building a business, usually for the purpose of 
making money.  
 
The idea that businesses and corporates can make 
huge profits, but have a negative impacts on the 
environment or society, is unnacceptable. Humanity 
has to find smarter ways of working, and smarter 
ways of living that don’t cost the earth. 
 
Social Entrepreneurship – is the art of taking risks 
to bring new ideas with the purpose of creating 
impact, whilst leveraging the tools of business to 
make this happen. A social entrepreneur leverages 
key tools like understanding customers, building 
products and services, building teams, marketing, 
budgeting and financial management, and more. The 
key difference between entrepreneurship and social 
entrepreneurship is really about purpose and impact. 
 
A Social Enterprise is an impact-driven 
organisation that generates most of its revenue by 
trading products and/or services, and reinvests most 
of its profits into creating impact. 

Impact – impact is about creating the change that 
you want to see in the world. Having an impact 
can be as simple as making someone smile, or as 
complex as building a new public transport system 
that gets people from A to B. Whilst you can have a 
bigger vision for the impact you want to create, we 
recommend you start small, and be very focused 
with ways to measure any change that happens. You 
can also think about short term vs long term impact. 
 
Financial Sustainability – this is about how your 
idea, product, service or venture can survive in the 
long term. For example, let’s say your project is 
a coffee shop, and you sell coffee for $2 cup and 
only sell 50 cups each day (50 x $2 = $100). But, it 
costs $200 each day to run the shop including the 
cost of paying a staff member, power for the coffee 
machine, and the cost of coffee beans and milk for 
all x50 cups – then the coffee shop is losing $100 
each day. Is this financially sustainable?! 
 
Financial sustainability is about figuring out how 
to keep your costs low, think of creative ways 
to generate revenue, delivering value to your 
customers, and being around for the long term.
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May
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July
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Sept
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The Future of [Our Community] (W)

Exploring the big opp’s & challenges (W)

Ideas to make a difference in our community (W)

Making it real – prototyping and testing ideas (W)

Attend Festival for the Future (E)

How to design for sustainability (W) 

Refine & further develop your project (W)

How to give awesome presentations (W)

The Showcase (E) 

Your future: pathways post-programme (W)

As well as what’s on this 
page, check out the website 
for useful links and videos to 
support your learning. Go on – 
push yourself. Go further!

KEY CONCEPTS FOR THIS WORKSHOP GEEKING OUT?


